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THE BEHAVIOUR OF THE CHARGING SYSTEM OF THE VIVITRON
FOR THE FIRST VOLTAGE TESTS

Jean-Marie HELLEBOID
Centre de Recherches Nucléaires, IN2P3-CNRS/ Université Louis Pasteur

BP20, F-67037 STRASBOURG CEDEX, France

The charging system used for the initial commissioning of the
Vivitron generator is a simplified temporary version of the final
one. As the belt runs in a largely open structure performances
could be possibly limited compared with the final design. The obs-
erved behaviour for the first high voltage tests was quite satis-
fying apart from the excessive parasitic currents at the rollers.
That led us to study and test many solutions up to the point that
a humidity level much higher than thought was discovered as the
most probable cause of the problem. The further tests brought the
confirmation as the parasitic currents at the supporting rollers
not exceeded tens of uA under dry conditions as it had first been
expected from the experimental design studies.

1. Introduction

The Vivitron belt charging system had been designed as a decoupled structure ar-
rangement [I]. It would so fill the given specification of 500 uA but also requires the
use of charging power supplies in the terminal which could not be driven yet. Thanks
to the lower currents needed for the tests of the generator it has been decided to use a
simplified electrical arrangement eliminating the need for terminal supplies (Fig. 1).
At each end a grounded power supply feeds the belt with up charge which is collected
at the terminal by a collecting unit on each corresponding run. The behaviour of this
temporary system for the first voltage tests [2] is reported. The belt used is the so-
called Swedish belt made of two plies of polyester and two layers of nitril rubber.

2. Operation of the charging system

Mechanical tests of the charging system at atmospheric air pressure were com-
pleted by the end of May 1990 [3]. Following the first pressusization with 7 bars of
SF6 at the end of November the system was run again with all the conducting pieces
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of the column carefully short-circuited to avoid generating any voltage. No more ad-
justment of the tuning made 6 months earlier at atmospheric air pressure was needed.
The self-charging net balance was measured at the short-circuited terminal and drop-
ped from - 25 uA to - 4 uA after 30 hours. The two charging power supplies have then
been connected and the currents gradually increased in six hours up to 60 |iA on each
active run of the belt before removing all the short-circuits.

During the first voltage test up to 10.7 MV, a distorsion of the longitudinal vol-
tage distribution was noticed. It apparently resulted essentially from the parasitic cur-
rents flowing between the belt and the column through the rollers at the dead sec-
tions. In spite of the rather low absolute values of the local parasitic currents (1 to 3
uA per dead section), these are not small compared with the average column current
(- 1 uA per MV as only the column resistor chain has been installed) and also havo an
accumulative effect which caused a significant increase in the column gradient in the
region of the terminal as it is shown for a 10.6 MV high voltage level on Figure 2.
These parasitic currents remained, however, roughly constant, as expected from the
self charging phenomenon, when both the charging current as well as the terminal
voltage were increased, so the field distorsion becomes proportionately lesser, the hi-
gher is the voltage. In addition dropping of the parasitic intensities with time was rea-
sonably expected in accordance with the operational experience acquired on the pilot
machine with this type of Swedish belt.

For the second period of tests for which nothing have been modified in the ma-
chine, the self charging from the rollers had however increased up to 2 to 5 uA per
dead section. This increase was not understood at that time and resulted in an even
more distorded voltage distribution along the column as it is shown in Figure 3 for a
comparable voltage of 10 MV.

Having no obvious final solution available a palliative temporary arrangement
to collect locally the parasitic charges was installed adding collecting screens after
each roller in the dead sections on the two normally non charged runs. The method
was tested at air without any charging current on the belt and showed efficiency of 50
to 70 %.

During the next period, however, it has been observed that the leakage current
of the two first dead sections, including the correcting arrangement on each side of the
terminal, increased with the charging current to high intensities (as much as 14 uA for
15 MV). That is believed to be due to the active charge repartition over the four runs of
the belt because of a collecting efficiency of the screens far from the ideal 100 %.

Different ideas were raised to solve the problem of too high parasitic currents.
Most of them were far from a probable solution, all of them had to be explored and de-
monstrated, none of them could have been applied in a reasonnable time.
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The most credible scheme of a local feedback screen arrangement has been reali-
zed and partially tested on the CN 7 MV pilot machine. Its principle is illustrated in
the Figure 4 and has already been demonstrated. The high voltage level required to
generate the balancing current is because of the inherent non zero gap between the
belt and the inducer (metallic piece facing the balancing screen) appears however to be
a possible limitation of the efficiency of the correction. The possible sensitivity at the
incoming charge level, as it was observed, could still be a more severe difficulty but
has to be studied as it was not explained. In addition the dynamic behaviour could re-
sult in oscillations and superimposed instabilities that have to be avoided to make the
process convenient.

Another way to face the problem could possibly be to use a V-HV belt which
„_ had been already considered but for different reasons [3]. A short belt of this type

which has been roughly evaluated in the pilot machine has not shown a definite ad-
vantage on that point. Nevertheless, discussions are continuing with V-HV to be in po-
sition to order a belt which would probably have better mechanical characteristics (ho-
mogeneity and transverse rigidity) possibly resulting in more stable electrical
behaviour.

In the meantime the possibility to overcome, at least partially, the difficulties re-
ducing to a minimum the number of supporting rollers was examined. Thanks to the
simplified electrical design for which the electrostatic forces differ strongly from those
in a decoupled structure and to the limited charging current needed, a new arrange-

wv men t was found (Fig. 5) where six rollers were suppressed a t t he lower run , t h a t is to

^ say as many as half the previous total number into the column, and was tested at air
atmospheric pressure with success. The mean trajectory was not appreciably modified
not requiring any further tuning. The flapping was apparently increased (not measu-
red) but still remain in a reasonable range for the voltage tests. This modification
could hopefully decrease the voltage disturbance by also a factor of two, but would also
enhance the local induced voltage fluctuations along the column due to the increased
sag and flapping of the lower run of the belt.

The real benefit could not be observed as, while tests were first postponed be-
cause of an incident with the gas handling system [4], it was put in sight that an ex-
cessive humidity had prevailed in the machine during all the tests and was probably
the reason for the parasitic charge problems. The arrangement with a reduced number
of supporting rollers has been first tested under dry conditions (- 3 ppm/vol) in July
1991 and then kept and used for the resumed tests in April this year but in both cases
with reduced SF6 pressure. Very low parasitic charge levels have been observed on
every supporting roller (~ 0.5 uA or less) with a related voltage disturbance (Fig. 6) all
the lower as the number of rollers was limited. Only the currents on the driving pul-
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leys surprisingly did not change that much and remained high, varying from occasio-
nally zero to plus or minus 10 uA or so..

The dynamic excursions of the parasitic currents and the related collected cur-
rents are large but within reasonable agreement with the observations on the CN pilot
machine, even in the case of a V-HV belt.

The balance of the charging currents could never be really checked as the num-
ber of current monitors and their threshold are limited. It has however been observed
that balance was roughly correct in normal conditions.

The elongation at the nominal tension has increased by only 6 % (that is to say
0.1 % extra elongation over 1.6 %) for about 1000 hours of running time but more than
14000 hours of static tension.

3. Conclusion

Different simplified arrangements of the charging system, all of them temporary,
have been used for the high voltage tests. Their behaviour was quite satisfactory. The
Swedish belt did not show any alarming modification or wear.
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Fiarure captions

Figure 1. Temporary electrical arrangement of the charging system.

Figure 2. Longitudinal field distribution, Dec 1990.

Figure 3. Longitudinal field distribution, Fev 1991.

Figure 4. Feedback screen arrangement for test.

Figure 5. New arrangement of the charging system with a reduced number of
supporting rollers.

Figure 6. Longitudinal field distribution, May 1992.
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